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About This Game

On a planet overrun by robots, one rogue unit is fighting to preserve the will of the original Makers. Shoot, dodge and upgrade
your way through countless robotic enemies for only you can defeat... the Robot Legions.

Blast your way through the legions of robots to liberate your home-planet!

Featuring:

 Multiple enemy types, each with unique behavior

 Collect cash to upgrade your defense and firepower

 Special feats to accomplish for players who want an extra challenge

 New to Robot Legions Reborn: Special Hard Mode campaign for the ultimate challenge

 New to Robot Legions Reborn: Control the game using keyboard and mouse or gamepad

 New to Robot Legions Reborn: Bigger explosions and screen-shake

 New to Robot Legions Reborn: Special Arcade Mode with support for 1 or 2 players
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Title: Robot Legions Reborn
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Skyboy Games, Sentry Games
Publisher:
Skyboy Games
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Great little game for the price.

Beautiful art and animations, nice retro feel.

Campaign pacing feels a bit slow, and the upgrade system is a bit simplistic, but I can't really complain.

Definitely worth buying.. boring and repetitive. Little, dorky, cheap, and good. I like it well enough. It's easy to pick up and put
down.. Fun arena shooter and very cheap aswell.. A pretty simple though enjoyable twin-stick shooter.. A simple but fun twin-
stick bullet hell shooter. Short but easily worth the price paid.
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This game is well concieved and well executed. Yeah,there are prolly lotsa games like it. There is something about this game
that playing it makes you better at it, and you keep playing and getting better. I HAVE NOT BEAT the BOSS on level 18 yet.
But I wanted to write a good review of this game. Great use of tiny money. Buy it and try it. This one's a good keeper.. If you
like Robotron 2084, this is your kind of game!

I've played it for a couple of hours now, and finished the Normal level Campaign. There is also a Hard level Campaign, which I
can tell is going to be a lot tougher, just based on the first few levels. The game has an upgrade system, where you can buy
upgrades with money(?) dropped by the robots you are destroying, so you are always progressing. It's going to take a while to
unlock all the achievements here, and I think that's the point of a game like this, besides just beating all the campaign stages.
Some people just don't get what arcade style games are about, and maybe some of those people won't like this. But if you play
arcade games, you know what you're getting here, heheh

There's also an Arcade Mode, which I have only played a bit so far but it has 2 Player Local Co-Op! If you haven't tried Local
Co-Op gaming, you really should, it's always a blast.

Oh, and did I mention the asking price on this game is about the same as a bottle of Coke?! This should be at least $5 for the
amount of content here.. Loved this hidden gem on the 360. And I love it here. Definitely worth the price of admission if you're
a sucker for Robotron-inspired games like I am.

The arcade mode is just that. You take on wave after wave of enemies until you die. Check the video, and you get the idea.

In the "campaign" mode (there is 0 story), you get to upgrade your robot with credits you pick up from killing enemies. This is
fun, but goes by very quickly. If you die, you get to keep the credits you earned for the run making it just a matter of time
before you'll be fully maxed out. I would have preferred only keeping the credits that you earned upon completing the level, but
I also realize that it probably would have been a huge pain to try and balance properly.

Also, the alternating firing in campaign mode makes for some interesting strategic positioning being required during gameplay.

The most important thing to point out here: This is through-and-through an actual twin-stick shooter. That is, you most
definitely want to use a game controller for the "twin sticks". Using a mouse for this particular game just isn't quite right. It
would be like playing Quake with a game pad, Street Fighter with keyboard, or driving with your feet.. Just bought this game, it
did its job to waste about 10-15min. Pretty much the only reason I grabbed it was because had some left-over wallet cash..
Pretty simple top-down wave shooter, nothing more than that though super bare-bones game, would not recommend paying for
this game definetly not worth the money.. I bought this game long after I played the flash version. Seeing they 'improved' the
game, I felt like giving it another go and why not add another perfect game to my list? Overal Score: 5\/10

The additional difficulty didn't feel balanced at all. The gimmick is that every dying enemy releases a sphere of projectiles on
Hard and that certain enemies are even more cheap with their projectiles, be it adding a slight homing to them or additional
bullets per volley. After Stage 4, all my attempts at perfect runs felt closer to luck than skill. I got a perfect score because the
enemy didn't instantly spawn behind me and unleash their kamehameha while I attempted to dodge the exploding corpses. Stuff
like that. Took about 5 hours of retrying stages to get 9 perfect victories.

The flash version isn't that much different than the version on here and it's not worth buying for the update. Maybe for the local
co-op survival mode, but again, it doesn't do anything special. It isn't a bad game by any means if you stop at Normal difficulty
and Normal is what you get with the Flash version. I'm downvoting the enhanced version because of the many flaws that should
have been fixed to justify a release like this. There isn't even a restart level option as a small example of some touch ups that the
game should have been given.. This game is stupid fun. I start playing it and don't where the time goes.
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